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Abstract—Research has shown that distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) attacks on the Internet could often be better
handled by enlisting the in-network defense of multiple autonomous systems (ASes), rather than relying entirely on the
victim’s Internet Service Provider at the edge. Less noticed
but important is the fact that an in-network defense can also
remove DDoS traffic from the Internet early en route to the
victim, thus decreasing the overall load on the Internet and
reducing chances of link congestion. However, it is not well
understood to what degree different in-network defense strategies
can achieve such benefits. In this paper, we model the existing
two main categories of in-network DDoS defense algorithms
(PushBack, SourceEnd) and propose a new type of algorithm
(StrategicPoints). In particular, we compare their effectiveness in
minimizing the amount of DDoS traffic that the victim receives,
their impact on reducing the DDoS traffic on the entire Internet,
and their resiliency against intelligent adversaries and dynamic
attacks. We detail how the comparison results vary according
to parameters and provide our insights on the pros and cons of
these three categories of in-network DDoS defense solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are becoming
more prevalent and powerful than ever before. The sheer
volume of DDoS attack traffic has been reported reaching hundreds of Gbps [1], [2] and even terrifying 1.2 Tbps [3], [4] and
1.3Tbps [5]. Traditional single-point-of-defense mechanisms,
usually at the victim network or any mitigation network (e.g.,
a traffic scrubbing center) at the edge of the Internet, become
too costly under such a scale of attacks [6], [7]. As a result,
researchers have put forward a number of in-network DDoS
defense solutions. Instead of defending at the edge, they defend
against DDoS attacks before the traffic reaches the victim,
often when the DDoS traffic is even further away from the
victim’s network.
Although many in-network DDoS defense solutions have
been proposed, it still remains difficult for a victim to select
suitable defense solutions against specific DDoS attacks. The
in-network defense solutions (such as DefCOM [8], PushBack [9], and MiddlePolice [10]) vary greatly in resource
requirements, training data needed, and expected efficiency.
Selecting a sub-optimal defense solution could introduce substantial cost and even result in unsuccessful defense. However,
there is no quantitative study on how the solutions compare to
each other, nor a general model that describes these solutions
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in a common language. Further, it is also unknown how these
solutions perform under insufficient knowledge of the attacks
or against intelligent adversaries who can dynamically revise
their attack strategies to escape defense. Without a quantitative
comparison, it is hard for a DDoS victim to select the most
suitable solution to achieve its defense goal and meet the
resource requirements.
In this paper, we introduce a modeling and simulation
framework to systematically evaluate in-network DDoS defense algorithms. The framework contains a general model
that can describe the attack and defense for various defense
algorithms. Using this model, we summarize the existing
in-network DDoS defense algorithms into two basic types:
PushBack and SourceEnd. A PushBack algorithm employs
propagation-based mechanisms to locate suitable defense locations that are close to the victim. A SourceEnd algorithm tries
to locate sources of attacks and deploy filtering rules as close
to the sources as possible. These two types of algorithms cover
most in-network DDoS defense solutions (see Sec.II). We then
introduce a new type of in-network algorithms that utilizes the
topology of the attack sources and ASes en route and locates
suitable defending ASes in network at critical locations. We
call this type of algorithms StrategicPoints. We study both
the existing PushBack and SourceEnd algorithms and our
proposed StrategicPoints algorithms in depth on their defense
performance, resource cost, and resiliency against intelligent
adversaries.
To quantify the performance of the algorithms, we developed a simulation system that can simulate DDoS attack and
defense at Internet scale. The simulation system constructs an
AS-level Internet topology and simulates the decision-making
procedure according to the DDoS defense algorithms. Upon
the decision of defense, each selected AS in the simulation
will mitigate the corresponding portion of the attack traffic
based on its capacity, and the system will collect the overall
mitigation status for defense efficiency assessment. We compare the results using two metrics: DDoS traffic leakage to
the victim and DDoS traffic pollution on the Internet (see
Sec. III). The simulation results provide useful insights into the
selection of defense algorithms in response to different attack
scenarios. When facing strict resource constraints, PushBack
performs slightly better than StrategicPoints and significantly
better than SourceEnd in terms of DDoS traffic leakage.

With more available resource, StrategicPoints becomes as
effective as PushBack on reducing leakage and significantly
outperforms PushBack in reducing pollution caused by DDoS
attacks. StrategicPoints strikes a balance between DDoS traffic
coverage and pollution reduction, and is more effective in
cases when resources are not extremely restrictive.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review
the state-of-the-art related work on in-network DDoS defense
algorithms. We first formally define our models in Section III,
describing the Internet, DDoS attacks, and DDoS defenses. In
Section IV, we propose a classification of in-network DDoS
defense algorithms. Section VI examines the simulation results
and compares the three defense algorithms against different
metrics. Finally, we discuss limitations and open issues in
Section VII, and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
At a very high level, the existing DDoS defense can be
categorized into two styles [26]: single-AS edge defense, or
in-network defense. Edge defense mechanisms defend against
DDoS attacks within one AS, and usually at the receiving end
of the DDoS attack traffic. Single-AS defense solutions, such
as work from Sahay et al. [12] (which redirects attack traffic to
middleboxes close to the victim), RADAR [11] (which detects
and throttles attack traffic at the victim network), SPIFFY [13]
(which temporarily increases the effective bandwidth of a
congested core link and observes the response to detect and
mitigate an attack), and Bohatei [14] (which presents a flexible
and elastic DDoS defense system geared towards a single
ISP providing customers with DDoS-defense-as-a-service), are
easier to deploy and more flexible to implement comparing
to in-network defense solutions, especially when network
management complexity is reduced by leveraging softwaredefined networking or SDN. However, many edge defense
solutions can incur a very high defense cost due to resource
requirement in the term of network connection and network
devices [6], [7], and often fail to mitigate attacks when victims’
inbound connections are inundated with DDoS traffic.
The in-network DDoS defense solution, on the other hand,
can reduce the amount of resources needed at each collaborating AS, relieve ASes from the heavy burden of network and
equipment costs. In this work, we focus on modeling the innetwork DDoS defense solutions as they do not have the same
problems as single-AS solutions. In fact, there are growing
interests in both industry and academia in developing and deploying in-network defense mechanisms such as those shown
in DOTS [27], AITF [18], DefCOM [8], and StopIt [20].
Almost all in-network defense solutions require placement
strategies to decide where on the Internet to deploy traffic
filters or defense measure. We categorize existing in-network
defense strategies into three categories: PushBack, SourceEnd,
and other (shown in Table I).
PushBack defense: We define PushBack defense algorithms
as those that start defense from a victim AS and expand
the defense area to its upstream ASes. Starting from the
victim AS, PushBack allows each defending AS to mitigate

a portion of the attack traffic, and delegate the rest of the
attack traffic to its upstream ASes for further mitigation. The
original PushBack style defense propagation is introduced in
the PushBack paper [9]. Although this work considers routerlevel defense propagation, the basic idea can be applied to
AS-level collaboration. Other distributed defense systems that
stem from the classic PushBack paper, such as the work of Yau
et al. [16] and ScoreForCore [15], follow the same PushBack
algorithm to defend against DDoS attacks.
SourceEnd defense: Different from a PushBack algorithm
where the defense initiated from the victim side, a SourceEnd
algorithm attempts to select the ASes that are the sources
of the attack or close to the sources, and only fall back on
downstream ASes toward the victim if resources run out. DWARD system [21], for example, installs rate-limiting rules
at border routers in source networks; COSSACK [19] deploys
countermeasures at the ASes of attacking sources. Both are
early works that employ the SourceEnd strategy. Later work
such as AITF [18] introduced the idea of propagating the
defense from the attacking sources to the victim, thereby providing more flexibility for defense deployment. Specifically,
authors of AITF also observed that the current generation of
routers have sufficient filtering resources to mitigate DDoS
attacks as long as the attack traffic was blocked close to
the attacking sources. Furthermore, AITF was also one of
the earliest projects to study hardware rule space during
defense. Later work from Huici et al. [23] and StopIt [20]
enhance AITF by introducing security measures against DDoS
attacks on the defensive infrastructure itself. Unlike PushBack
solutions, prior to defending against the attack all SourceEnd
solutions need to know the attack topology ( i.e., the attack
sources and their AS-level routes toward the victim) for each
DDoS victim
In-network defense systems without clear defense placement strategies: Besides the aforementioned two categories,
there also exist systems that provide DDoS defense frameworks without clear placement strategies. Previous work from
Keromytis et al. [24] and Anderson et al. [25] introduce
authentication nodes at key locations between the sender and
the receiver in order to filter out unwanted traffic. More recent
work from Liu et al. [10] (MiddlePolice) utilizes SDN to
measure network congestion status, exchanges measurement
among collaborating ASes to discover congested links across
the Internet, and then places traffic filters at the routers within
congested ASes. However, these work does not clearly state
where on the Internet the defense should happen, leaving
the decisions to the operators or other algorithms. Without
a detailed defense strategy, it is difficult to judge how these
systems perform under different DDoS attacks.
III. M ODELING DD O S ATTACKS AND D EFENSES
In order to evaluate the performance of different types of
in-network defense algorithms, we first construct a model to
describe DDoS attacks and their defenses. In this section, we
introduce our general model that describes the Internet, DDoS
attacks, and in-network DDoS defense.

Work

Single-AS
PushBack

Multi-AS
SourceEnd

Other

RADAR[11], Sahay et al.[12], SPIFFY[13], Bohatei[14]
ScoreForCore[15], Yau et al.[16], Mahajan et al.[9]
FireCol[17], DefCOM[8], AITF[18], COSSACK[19],
StopIt[20], D-WARD[21], Argyraki et al.[22], Huici et al.[23]
MiddlePolice[10], Keromytis et al.[24], Andersen et al.[25]

TABLE I: DDoS defense solution categorizations

A. Modeling the Internet
The Internet is a well-interconnected network consisting of thousands of autonomous systems (ASes). ASes
on the Internet can be represented by the set N =
{n|n is an AS on the Internet}. The traffic running on
the Internet can be summarized into f lows, where each flow
f represent a set of packets between the source of the flow
(denoted as f.src) and the destination of the flow (denoted
as f.dst) for a transaction. In this paper, we focus on using IP
addresses to identify an entity involved in a flow. Each flow is
also associated with a volume value, which can be represented
by the number of packets or the number of bytes included in
the flow.
B. Modeling DDoS Attacks
The total set of attack sources is represented by A =
{a|a ∈ N and a is an attack source}, where a represents an attack source in a DDoS attack. Similarly, we
define the set of victim end-hosts as V = {v|v ∈
N and v is a victim of the DDoS attack}. Here, one
attacking source represents a machine that is controlled by
the attacker and creates unwanted traffic to the victims. Each
attacking source can generate multiple flows with varying
volume to a victim at any moment during an attack. The set
of total attacking flows is represented as
F = {f |f.src ∈ A and f.dst ∈ V},
where f is the attacking flow, generated by an attack source,
sent to a victim. While a DDoS attack can potentially strike
multiple targets, for simplicity, the rest of the paper focuses
only on a single victim. Each flow traverses through a set of
ASes on the Internet before reaching the victim. We denote the
number of AS links a flow f must travel through to reach its
victim as bf . The magnitude of f , denoted as |f |, represents
the volume of traffic carried by flow f .
C. Modeling In-Network DDoS Defense
Different from single-AS edge defense solutions, in-network
defenses employ multiple ASes en route of the DDoS attack
traffic to filter unwanted traffic. For each defense solution,
we denote the set of all ASes that are able to participate on
defense, or defense pool, as
D = {n|n ∈ N and n is participating}.
However, not all ASes in D will be used by the defense
solution. The set
S = {n|n ∈ D and n is selected f or def ense}

contains all ASes in the network that are not only able to
collaborate on defense, but also selected to filter traffic during
the defense. The defense algorithms decides which ASes
should be utilized for the defense against specific attacks,
which takes the following elements into consideration. Finally,
we denote
L = {f |f ∈ F and f is f iltered},
for each defense solution.
1) Resource for Defense: Each defending AS has limited
resources in filtering DDoS traffic. Specifically, the main
resource limitation is on the number of filtering rules an AS
can employ for DDoS defense purposes. We define Rmax as
the maximum number of filtering rules that can be installed at
an AS. The defense may also face a limitation on the number
of total ASes it can use, which we denote as Dmax. Rmax
reflects the resource limitation at the intra-AS level, while
Dmax reflects the limitation at the inter-AS level. In practice,
the defense algorithms should take both the resource limitation
Rmax and scale limitation Dmax into consideration when
initiating defenses.
2) Leakage and Pollution: To quantify the effectiveness
of a solution, we look at two main metrics: leakage and
pollution; leakage represents the total amount of attack traffic
that reaches the victim after the defense is in place, and
pollution represents the total amount of attack traffic that
flows through the Internet before it is filtered. The leakage
metric shows the defense’s effectiveness from the victim’s
perspective, while pollution reveals the defense’s impact on
reducing the overall DDoS traffic on the Internet. DDoS
attacks can cause link congestion, therefore a DDoS defense
algorithm should not only achieve very low leakage to reduce
the attack traffic the victim receives, it also needs to further
reduce the traffic on the paths toward the victim (pollution)
to avoid chance of link congestion.
We define leakage as
X
leakage = |F| −
mk ,
k∈S

where mk is the total number of attack flows mitigated by AS
k in the defending set S. Note that at which AS the filtering
happens does not affect the leakage metric.
We define pollution as
pollution = |F| − |L|.
The value of pollution for a defense measures how well a
defense strategy does on limiting the amount of traffic running

Fig. 1: Example of calculating the pollution for one attack
flow f and an defense measures. The pollution flow f remains
to have after defense is 2, between AS1 and AS3.
on the Internet. Clearly, cf = 0 when only the victim’s AS
stops an attack flow f . If an attack flow f is stopped at the
source AS, the value cf becomes cf = bf . Figure 1 shows an
example of counting the pollution for one flow. The attack
flow f , of magnitude |f | = 1, travels through the AS path 12-3-4-5, and AS3 deploys DDoS defense and filters f . In this
example, suppose that AS 3 effectively filters the attack flow,
the total length of f is bf = 4, and there are two links after
AS3 that will not see f , which means cf = 2. Filtered at AS3,
f contributes bf − cf = 4 − 2 = 2 to the overall pollution
metric. From this example, we can see that the closer a flow
is filtered to the attack source, the less it contributes to the
overall pollution.
IV. I N - NETWORK DD O S D EFENSE A LGORITHMS
In general, the in-network DDoS defense algorithms can be
summarized into two major types: PushBack algorithm that
focuses on placing the defense close to the victim network;
and SourceEnd algorithm that distribute defense load among
networks close to the attack sources. These types of algorithms
have been used in various DDoS defense projects (see Sec.II).
However, there is no quantitative study on how the solutions
compare to each other, nor a general model that describes
these solutions in a common language. Therefore, we compare
these algorithms and study their strengths and weaknesses.
Furthermore, we propose a new algorithm called StrategicPoints algorithm which employs ASes at critical locations of
the attacks to achieve the high effectiveness with low cost.
In order to compare these algorithms, we generalize each
algorithm and study each one individually. In the rest of this
section, we will describe the three algorithms using the model
introduced in Sec.III.
A. PushBack Algorithm
The PushBack algorithm propagates the defense workload
from the victim AS to upstream ASes. The PushBack algorithm expands the defensive area from the victim AS to its

upstream neighbors one AS at a time, and further upstream if
necessary. PushBack essentially distributes the DDoS defense
load (i.e., the deployment of traffic filtering rules) among
the set of collaborating upstream ASes. PushBack can be
applied recursively, allowing it to cover a larger set of ASes
if necessary.
The PushBack algorithm runs recursively among the collaborating ASes starting from the victim AS. The algorithm
begins by selecting the ASes that are nearest to the victim as
defending ASes. In each round, each defending AS installs a
number of rules to filter a portion of the attack traffic running
through it. If more traffic needs to be filtered, the PushBack
algorithm will select the next best AS from the defense pool
to collaborate on defense, where a defense pool consists of the
next available upstream ASes of all current defending ASes,
sorted by number of flows they can filter. PushBack selects
the AS that can filter the most DDoS traffic at each round
of defense propagation. The defense propagation ends when
there are no available ASes in the defense pool, the number
of defending ASes exceed the victim’s specified parameter
Dmax, or all traffic has been successfully handled.
B. SourceEnd Algorithm
In contrast to the PushBack algorithm, the SourceEnd
algorithm attempts to select ASes that originate the attack
traffic for defense, thereby stopping the attack directly at the
sources. The SourceEnd algorithm intuitively performs better
in terms of reducing the overall attack traffic on the Internet
(pollution). However, it requires more participating ASes and
traffic filters to be effective at mitigating the attacks.
Ideally, the SourceEnd algorithm should utilize all collaborating ASes that are the closest to the attacking sources. However, facing the maximum available ASes constraint Dmax,
the SourceEnd algorithm will prioritize collaborating ASes and
only select the ASes that can filter the most DDoS traffic.
We describe the algorithm from high level as follows. First,
SourceEnd locates the initial defense locations as potential
defending ASes, i.e., the ASes that are closest to the attackers.
Then it sorts all potential ASes by the amount of traffic each
AS can filter. It then adds the top AS to the selected ASes list
(S), and removes it from the potential ASes list. The algorithm
will repeat the previous two steps until |S| ≤ Dmax, all flows
can be filtered, or there are no ASes available.
C. StrategicPoints Algorithm
The StrategicPoints algorithm, different from PushBack and
SourceEnd algorithms, employs ASes based on both traffic
and topological information, and tries to deploy defenses at
strategic locations inside the network instead of at edges.
Although PushBack algorithms can utilize a small number
of ASes close to the victim to cover the most of the DDoS
traffic, it suffers from potential heavy pollution. Similarly,
while SourceEnd algorithm can have minimal pollution on the
Internet, it requires a large number of participating ASes to
cover the source ASes The StrategicPoints algorithm, selects
set of ASes that sits on all attack AS paths, as far into the

Internet as possible, to achieve a balance between PushBack
and SourceEnd, and target high effective defense with low
pollution and low leakage.
The basic idea of StrategicPoints is to find the ASes that
are in strategically important locations in terms of forwarding
attack traffic to the victim. Here, we believe the most critical
ASes are the participating ASes that 1) observe the most
traffic; 2) together consist of a topological cut for all the attack
traffic toward the victim; and 3) are closer to the sources if
possible. The algorithm first collects the statistics of the attack
traffic distribution among the ASes. It begins by adding the
victim AS to the set of selected defending ASes, B. Then, it
builds up B by continuously replacing ASes in this set with
their direct upstream ASes until there are no more available
ASes in the defense pool or Dmax is surpassed. At each step,
we prioritize the ASes by the amount of attack traffic they
received, thus pushing the line of defense from the heavily
impacted ASes first until all attack traffic is filtered. By doing
so, the algorithm maintains a set of selected ASes that together
consist of a cut of all attack traffic paths toward the victim,
and in the meantime, also moves the defense further toward the
attack sources. With sorted selection at each step, the algorithm
also balances the defense workload (the amount of traffic an
AS needs to filter) among the defending ASes.
To summarize, traditional PushBack and SourceEnd algorithms work by deploying traffic filtering rules directly at
or close to the victim or the attack sources correspondingly.
StrategicPoints algorithm, on the other hand, selects critical
ASes hops away from the victim that carry the most of the
attack traffic and cover all critical paths. It is able to push
the defense far to sources for the heavily congested links,
and maintaining close-to-victim defending ASes for links that
are not congested at the moment. This feature further allows
the StrategicPoints algorithm to better handle dynamic attacks
with shifting attack sources without overfitting towards one
attack pattern at any given moment.
V. S IMULATION S ETUP
To quantitatively investigate different DDoS defense strategies, we built a simulation framework that simulates the
Internet, DDoS attacks, and in-network DDoS defense. The
simulation follows the model described in Section III and
implements the DDoS defense algorithms described in Section IV, with the following details.
A. Internet Topology
We use the full routing table dump data obtained from
RouteViews [28] in August 1st 2018 to build the Internet
topology. A full routing table contains the AS-level paths
toward all the reachable IP prefixes, which reflects the full
Internet topology from the perspective of a route collector. By
combining the topologies obtained from all 22 RouteViews
collectors, we aim to cover as many AS-level links as possible.
B. Large-Scale DDoS Attacks
We use two real-world large-scale DDoS attack traces for
this study (Table II). One real-world attack trace is a DDoS

Trace name
CAIDA-2007 [29]
Merit-2016 [30]

# of sources

# of source ASes

∼4,700
∼2,300

∼1,400
∼1,300

TABLE II: DDoS attack traces used in simulation.

attack collected by CAIDA in 2007 [29], and the other is
a DDoS attack toward an RADB service collected by Merit
in 2016 [30]. Both traces involve thousands of attack sources
originated from thousands of ASes and can be used to evaluate
DDoS defense under real conditions.
We use the route collectors in RouteViews [28] as the
victims of DDoS attacks. We also assume that the AS-level
paths are symmetric, i.e., the AS path from a victim to an
attack source is the same as the AS path from the attack source
to the victim, allowing us to build attack flows using the AS
paths in the routing tables. While this assumption is not always
true on the Internet, it does not affect the simulation results.
C. In-network DDoS Defenses
In this simulation we assume all ASes are able to participate
in the defense and a DDoS defense algorithm chooses the
actual defense ASes. The simulation begins with the scenario
of no defense. Then we apply the algorithms introduced in
Section IV to decide ASes to be used for defending against the
attack. For each simulation run, we vary the Dmax and Rmax
restriction, i.e., the maximum number of ASes available for
defense, and the maximum number of defense rules available
at each AS. At the end of each run, the simulation framework
collects the simulation results, including values of the metrics
introduced in Sec. III): leakage and pollution.
VI. E VALUATION
We compared different DDoS defense algorithms in terms
of their resource requirements, time to respond to attacks, and
resiliency against the intelligent DDoS attackers. Below we
report and analyze the results. Refer to Section V-B for the
datasets we use in the evaluation.
A. Leakage
First and foremost, DDoS victims care most about the
amount of DDoS traffic still leaking towards them after
defense is deployed on the Internet. As we previously defined,
we measure leakage under different resource constraints to
evaluate each algorithm’s effectiveness in filtering out the
attack flows toward the victim. Specifically, for each algorithm,
we run simulations for various combinations of Rmax (i.e.,
the maximum number of filtering rules each AS has) and
Dmax (i.e., the maximum number of defending ASes the
defense can utilize).
Figure 3 shows the leakage simulation results for three algorithms using the CAIDA-2007 dataset, with Rmax ranging
from 10 to 5000 (about maximum number of sources of the
whole attack) and Dmax ranging from 10 to 1000. It is clear at
within the range of the resource limitations in the simulation,
both PushBack and StrategicPoints outperform SourceEnd on

(a) PushBack

(b) SourceEnd

(c) StrategicPoints

Fig. 2: Examples of three in-network DDoS defense algorithms.
reducing leakage. StrategicPoints performs slightly worse
than PushBack when resource limitations are low, and both
algorithms perform equally well when resource limitations are
high.
B. P ollution
Since both PushBack and StrategicPoints perform similarly
in reducing leakage, we further examine their performance in
reducing the overall pollution on the Internet.
Figure 4 shows simulation results for measuring the
pollution for the three algorithms. It is clear that as Rmax
increases, the pollution reductions by PushBack become less
effective. In fact, given a high enough Rmax PushBack
utilizes only the victim AS to defend against the attack, leaving
a large portion of pollution unhandled. This is undesirable
when the attack pollution is so high that it could not only
cause extra burden on the ISPs to forward traffic, but also
trigger traffic congestion on the links close to the victim. On
the contrary, StrategicPoints although has similar effectiveness
in reducing leakage, it also greatly reduces the pollution
caused by the attack on the Internet, thus further reducing
the chances of link congestion.
To show the comparison more clearly, we also fix Rmax
while increasing Dmax. As shown in Figure 5, both PushBack
and StrategicPoints perform well in reducing leakage, while
StrategicPoints outperforms PushBack and reduces pollution
significantly.
C. Effectiveness against dynamic DDoS attack
One other important metric for an effective DDoS defense
algorithm is how effective it is at handling DDoS attacks with
dynamic attack sources. Specifically, we want to study how the
algorithms perform on a real-world attack trace where there
is consistently more attack sources joining and leaving the
attack.
We run three algorithms against the Merit-2016 dataset,
using the first 2000 flows (about 15% of the total unique
sources) as the training set for locating defending ASes, and
then use the same set of ASes for the result of the attack. As
the new unique attack sources join the attack, the defending
ASes’ rules space will be gradually filled, and eventually will
not be able to handle any more new attack flows. Results with

larger number of flows shows similar results, and thus are
omitted.
Figure 6 shows that PushBack is very ineffective in dealing
with dynamic attack scenarios because it selects ASes that
are just able to handle the training flows, allocating no space
for new flows and changes of the attacks. StrategicPoints and
SourceEnd both perform much better in handling new flows
due to the fact that they both allocate more overall rule space
for defense, allowing defenders to have more flexibility in
handling dynamic attacks.
D. Summary
In this section, we evaluated the performance of the three
algorithms using real-world traces, and summarize the key
points as follows.
On reducing the leakage of a defense, both StrategicPoints
and PushBack perform similarly well when using a reasonable
amount of resources. When Dmax and Rmax are low,
PushBack performs slightly better. SourceEnd, on the other
hand, is only viable when Dmax is very large and close to
the total amount of attack source ASes.
Reducing pollution is also a very important task in that
high pollution could cause link congestion, which would
still directly affect the quality of service for all the traffic
toward the victim. On this aspect, StrategicPoints significantly
outperforms PushBack due to the algorithm’s tendency to
deploy rules farther into the Internet thus closer to the sources.
When Dmax is very large and close to the total number of
source ASes, SourceEnd could also achieve low pollution.
When facing dynamic attacks where attack sources join
and leave during the attack, it is important that the defense
algorithm is flexible and allows deployment of new filtering
rules. Due to its design, PushBack always selects a number
of ASes that are “just enough” for the defense, thus leaving
little or no extra rule space for new filtering rules to be
deployed. On the contrary, StrategicPoints and SourceEnd
select defending ASes in a greedy approach, and always fully
utilize the available Dmax. As a result, ASes selected by
either algorithms would have more available rule space to
spare for potential future defense rules.
Table III summarizes the key attributes of the three algorithms. Based on these results, we believe that PushBack is
only suitable when Dmax an Rmax are very low; in all other
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key resource

when to use

PushBack
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low
high
low

high
medium
low
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low
high

Rmax
Dmax
Dmax

very low Dmax or Rmax
Dmax close to total source ASes
all other cases

TABLE III: Algorithms performance summary and usage suggestion.

cases, StrategicPoints can perform best in terms of reducing
leakage and pollution.
VII. O PEN I SSUES
A. Flow volume
In evaluating the three algorithms, we currently consider
the flows have the same weight, and volume information is
not included. In fact, after examining the volume information
for each sources in the two attack traces, we observe similar
volume for the sources with no significant differences among
them. However, our simulation framework is able to incorporate traffic volume information, and we plan to expand our
evaluation on that direction in the future.
B. IP spoofing
For any well-designed DDoS defense system, it needs to
consider how to protect victims from spoofed traffic. Although
we evaluated the three defense algorithms in non-spoof DDoS
attack traces, we plan to evaluate them in scenarios with IP
spoofing as our future work.

C. In-network over edge defense solutions
Edge DDoS defense solutions in general are easy to deploy,
but costly in operations (i.e., purchasing large bandwidth links
or high performance switches). Edge solutions also cannot
prevent large-scale volumetric attacks that congest the inbound
links of defense networks. For these reasons, we believe
in-network DDoS defense solutions are more suitable for
defending against large-scale DDoS attacks of the future.
D. Deployment for evaluation
This study serves as a pilot study for further real-world
evaluation. Ideally, our next step is to conduct real-world
deployment for evaluation, and collect results from realworld traffic analysis. However, such evaluation presents the
following challenges: 1) it is very difficult (if not impossible)
to deploy a large-scale study platform to achieve the scale
simulated in this paper; 2) it also requires generating a large
amount of traffic from multiple vantage points and capturing
the traffic passing through ASes on each path, which would
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Fig. 5: Resource consumption with Rmax = 3000

result in both high hardware and software requirements at the
deployment site; We plan on extending our evaluation to a
smaller-scale real-world deployment as our next step.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we modeled and evaluated different multipoint, in-networking DDoS traffic filtering algorithms. After
defining a general model for describing DDoS attacks and
defense, we categorized existing in-network DDoS filtering
algorithms into two basic types, i.e., PushBack and SourceEnd,
that cover the majority of the state-of-the-art research and
practice on in-network DDoS filtering. We then introduced
StrategicPoints algorithms that outperform PushBack and
SourceEnd algorithms in most cases. We designed a simulation
framework as a common platform to evaluate major largescale DDoS attack scenarios and defenses, and evaluated and
compared the three types of multi-point, in-network DDoS
filtering algorithms in terms of their capability in reducing
the DDoS traffic leakage to the victim and the pollution to
the whole Internet, as well as their resiliency against dynamic
DDoS attacks. With real-world, Internet-scale DDoS attack
traces, our evaluation results show that when having a low
number of ASes for defense, PushBack performs slightly better
than StrategicPoints and significantly better than SourceEnd
in terms of reducing DDoS traffic leakage. As the number of
available filtering ASes increases, or the number of available
rules space increases, StrategicPoints becomes as effective as
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Fig. 6: Leakage plot for Merit-2016 traces with strategies
using 2000 sources in the first second to locate defending
ASes, with both Dmax = 500 and Rmax = 500

PushBack on reducing leakage and significantly outperforms
PushBack on reducing pollution caused by DDoS attacks.
Finally, we summarized the algorithms and suggested what
algorithms to adopt for DDoS defense based on the resource
availability of the victim.
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